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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

•• About 25%About 25%––30% of all humans have a 30% of all humans have a 
Patent Foramen Ovale (PFO) without Patent Foramen Ovale (PFO) without 
hemodynamic significance at rest hemodynamic significance at rest 

•• In the majority of these mostly healthy In the majority of these mostly healthy 
individuals, the evidence of PFO is not individuals, the evidence of PFO is not 
found throughout their lives found throughout their lives 



•• Under certain conditions, a rightUnder certain conditions, a right--toto--left shunt can left shunt can 
develop if the right atrial pressure is increased and develop if the right atrial pressure is increased and 
exceeds the left atrial pressure. exceeds the left atrial pressure. 

•• Physiologically, this happens during deep Physiologically, this happens during deep 
inspiration, the Valsalva maneuver, or coughing . inspiration, the Valsalva maneuver, or coughing . 

•• In such situations, elevation of pressure in the right In such situations, elevation of pressure in the right 
atrium will cause rightatrium will cause right--toto--left shunt. This lasts only a left shunt. This lasts only a 
few seconds. few seconds. 

•• The volume of venous blood that reaches the The volume of venous blood that reaches the 
systemic circulation is too small to cause clinical systemic circulation is too small to cause clinical 
symptoms. symptoms. 



•• CT Pulmonary Angiography has evolved as CT Pulmonary Angiography has evolved as 
an established procedure in the workan established procedure in the work--up of up of 
suspected pulmonary thromboembolic suspected pulmonary thromboembolic 
disease.disease.

•• To avoid motion artifacts as a result of To avoid motion artifacts as a result of 
breathing, the examination is usually breathing, the examination is usually 
performed during deep inspiration, which performed during deep inspiration, which 
causes hemodynamic effects that are similar causes hemodynamic effects that are similar 
to those that occur with a Valsalva maneuver.to those that occur with a Valsalva maneuver.

•• Also, we get better HRCT images. Also, we get better HRCT images. 



•• Death rate for patients with PE and PFO was Death rate for patients with PE and PFO was 
more than twice as high as that for patients more than twice as high as that for patients 
without a PFO. Also, the overall risk of a without a PFO. Also, the overall risk of a 
complicated incomplicated in--hospital course was 5.2 times hospital course was 5.2 times 
higher in patients with than in those without higher in patients with than in those without 
PFO, as a result of ischemic stroke and arterial PFO, as a result of ischemic stroke and arterial 
embolisms . embolisms . 

--Konstantinides et al Konstantinides et al 

•• So, So, early diagnosisearly diagnosis and treatment of PE in and treatment of PE in 
this condition is of utmost importancethis condition is of utmost importance. . 



?? PROBLEMS?? PROBLEMS

2.2. A patient with PFO/ASD bears the risk of A patient with PFO/ASD bears the risk of 
potentially fatal Paradoxical  embolism.potentially fatal Paradoxical  embolism.

? Paradoxical embolism (Crossed embolism)? Paradoxical embolism (Crossed embolism)

A A kind of kind of strokestroke or other form of arterial or other form of arterial 
thrombosis caused by thrombosis caused by embolismembolism of a of a thrombusthrombus
((blood clotblood clot) of venous origin through a lateral ) of venous origin through a lateral 
opening in the heart, typically an PFO/ASD or opening in the heart, typically an PFO/ASD or 
in AVM. in AVM. 

SIMPLY, SIMPLY, Passage of a clot (thrombus) from a vein to an artery .Passage of a clot (thrombus) from a vein to an artery .

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stroke
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Embolism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thrombus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blood_clot


1.1. In a large number of cases a PFO may lead In a large number of cases a PFO may lead 
to insufficient attenuation in the pulmonary to insufficient attenuation in the pulmonary 
arteries at spiral CT angiography, which arteries at spiral CT angiography, which 
would prohibit the diagnosis of PE if the would prohibit the diagnosis of PE if the 
examination was performed during deep examination was performed during deep 
inspiration.inspiration.

-- Suspected Pulmonary Embolism: Enhancement of Pulmonary Suspected Pulmonary Embolism: Enhancement of Pulmonary 
Arteries at DeepArteries at Deep--Inspiration CT AngiographyInspiration CT Angiography——Influence of Influence of 
Patent Foramen Ovale and AtrialPatent Foramen Ovale and Atrial--Septal DefectSeptal Defect

ChristChristinine B. Henk, MD et ale B. Henk, MD et al

•• So, chances of missing the diagnosis isSo, chances of missing the diagnosis is very very high.high.



WHAT NEXT?WHAT NEXT?

•• So scan is done in expiration with an scan delay of So scan is done in expiration with an scan delay of 
4 sec in MDCT4 sec in MDCT

•• Bolus tracking is done keeping the ROI at right Bolus tracking is done keeping the ROI at right 
ventricle/ right atrium with the threshold of 80 HUventricle/ right atrium with the threshold of 80 HU

•• Patient is instructed to exhale out completely  and Patient is instructed to exhale out completely  and 
then asked to hold breath in expiration. As in 64then asked to hold breath in expiration. As in 64--
slice or dual source CT scanner scan time is slice or dual source CT scanner scan time is 
shorter , there is no difficulty in holding breath shorter , there is no difficulty in holding breath 
OUT .OUT .

•• In our scanner, average scan time is only 8In our scanner, average scan time is only 8--10 10 
secs.secs.



HOW IT WORKSHOW IT WORKS

•• During inspiration, the pressure in right During inspiration, the pressure in right 
ventricle increases , so there is shunting of ventricle increases , so there is shunting of 
blood through the PFO/ASD into the left blood through the PFO/ASD into the left 
atrium  and the Right ventricle is bypassed atrium  and the Right ventricle is bypassed 
and hence the pulmonary trunk. and hence the pulmonary trunk. 

•• As a result, the opacification of the As a result, the opacification of the 
pulmonary arteries is not optimal.pulmonary arteries is not optimal.



•• In expiration, the pressure In expiration, the pressure 
in the Rt. atrium is less or in the Rt. atrium is less or 
does not exceed that of left does not exceed that of left 
atrium and hence right to atrium and hence right to 
left shunt does not work . left shunt does not work . 

•• So maximum blood will So maximum blood will 
go from right atrium to go from right atrium to 
right ventricle and right ventricle and 
subsequently to subsequently to 
pulmonary trunk. pulmonary trunk. 

•• Thus, we can achieve Thus, we can achieve 
better better opacificationopacification of of 
pulmonary arteries.pulmonary arteries.



HOW TO DETECT RIGHT TO HOW TO DETECT RIGHT TO 
LEFT SHUNT?LEFT SHUNT?

•• There will be contrast There will be contrast 
in the aorta, left in the aorta, left 
atrium, left  ventricle atrium, left  ventricle 
as well as contrast in as well as contrast in 
the superior vena cava.the superior vena cava.

•• There will be no There will be no 
contrast in the right contrast in the right 
ventricle. ventricle. 

•• Minimal contrast may Minimal contrast may 
be seen in right atrium.be seen in right atrium.

•• There will be less or There will be less or 
no contrast no contrast 
opacification of the opacification of the 
pulmonary arteries. pulmonary arteries. 



IN DEEP INSPIRATION

IN EXPIRATION
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CONCLUSIONCONCLUSION
•• Right to left shunt usually leads to less or nonRight to left shunt usually leads to less or non--opacification of opacification of 

pulmonary arteries, if performed in routine protocol, pulmonary arteries, if performed in routine protocol, -- So So 
chances of missing diagnosis of pulmonary embolism .chances of missing diagnosis of pulmonary embolism .

??
•• Repeat CT scan  in expiration will lead to increase radiation Repeat CT scan  in expiration will lead to increase radiation 

exposure and contrast overload .exposure and contrast overload .
•• By default, all CT pulmonary angiography can be performed By default, all CT pulmonary angiography can be performed 

in expiration,  but there will be problem in reading HRCT  in expiration,  but there will be problem in reading HRCT  
for additive findings.for additive findings.

@@
BUT, WE NEED THE DIAGNOSIS !!BUT, WE NEED THE DIAGNOSIS !!
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